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ABSTRACT: Carpet dust contains microbial and chemical
material that can impact early childhood health. Infants may be
exposed to greater quantities of resuspended dust, given their close
proximity to floor surfaces. Chamber experiments with a robotic
infant were integrated with a material balance model to provide
new fundamental insights into the size-dependency of infant
crawling-induced particle resuspension and exposure. The robotic
infant was exposed to resuspended particle concentrations from 105

to 106 m−3 in the near-floor (NF) microzone during crawling, with concentrations generally decreasing following vacuum cleaning of
the carpets. A pronounced vertical variation in particle concentrations was observed between the NF microzone and bulk air.
Resuspension fractions for crawling are similar to those for adult walking, with values ranging from 10−6 to 10−1 and increasing with
particle size. Meaningful amounts of dust are resuspended during crawling, with emission rates of 0.1 to 2 × 104 μg h−1. Size-resolved
inhalation intake fractions ranged from 5 to 8 × 103 inhaled particles per million resuspended particles, demonstrating that a
significant fraction of resuspended particles can be inhaled. A new exposure metric, the dust-to-breathing zone transport efficiency,
was introduced to characterize the overall probability of a settled particle being resuspended and delivered to the respiratory airways.
Values ranged from less than 0.1 to over 200 inhaled particles per million settled particles, increased with particle size, and varied by
over 2 orders of magnitude among 12 carpet types.

■ INTRODUCTION
We are perpetually surrounded by a cloud of self-induced
resuspended particles, referred to as the “perihuman cloud
effect.”1 As we walk across the carpet or move in bed, we
continually stir-up settled indoor dust.2−4 The process of
settled particles detaching from a surface and becoming
airborne through the application of aerodynamic, mechanical,
and electrostatic removal forces is referred to as resuspension.
Resuspension associated with human activities and disturban-
ces of dust deposits can be a significant source of coarse mode
particles (size (Dp): 1 to 10 μm) indoors and to a lesser extent
submicron particles.5,6 Emission rates of PM10 (Dp ≤ 10 μm)
for adult walking-induced resuspension are on the order of 1 to
10 mg min−1, which is comparable to emissions from
vacuuming, frying, smoking, and incense burning.4

Infants are very physically active indoors. As infants crawl,
play, and learn to walk, we expect them to generate their own
dust clouds. Crawling and walking infants from 12 to 19
months old can take 200 to 2500 steps h−1 indoors.7−10

Walking and crawling infants have been found to be in motion
33 and 20% of the time, respectively, with walkers traveling
three times the distance as crawlers.11 With an average of 500
to 1500 walking steps h−1, infants can take upwards of 9000
walking steps and travel the length of 20 football fields each
day.12 The moving paths of infants within a room are
incredibly variable in terms of length, direction, speed, and
shape as they decide when and where to move in an

unpredictable manner. Video coded time-series data indicates
that the locomotion of infants is highly transient, with
constantly varying activity types, such as crawling, waving
arms, being still, and playing, and locomotion often does not
exhibit any obvious pattern.13,14 The factors influencing infant
locomotion include age, locomotion experience and type, and
external factors such as the presence of obstacles, toys, or
caretakers.9,10

Despite the extent of infant movement across dust-bearing
indoor surfaces, we have a poor understanding of how infants
and their activities induce the resuspension of settled particles.
Infants are likely to be exposed to elevated concentrations of
resuspended dust, given their close proximity to surfaces, such
as carpet, hard flooring, and crib mattress bedding. Infant
movement-induced resuspension may play an important, yet
presently unknown, role in contributing to their inhalation
exposures to the diverse spectrum of the biological and
chemical content of house dust. Our recent work15

demonstrated that infant crawling-induced resuspension is a
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major source of airborne biological particulate matter
(bioPM), increasing inhalation exposure by 0.5 to 2 cm−3 in
the infant breathing zone, with much of the bioPM depositing
in the lower regions of the respiratory system.
Dust deposited on carpet surfaces, or embedded between

carpet fibers, consists of a complex mixture of chemical and
biological material. The biological content of carpet dust
includes various living and dead microorganisms (e.g., bacteria,
archaea) and other materials of biological origin, such as
dispersal items (e.g., pollen grains) and biological excretions
and debris (e.g., animal and mite allergens).16−21 A variety of
semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) can partition to
settled dust (SD) particles, such as fluorinated soil retardants
(e.g., PFAS),22−24 antimicrobials (e.g., triclosan),25 phthalate
plasticizers,26 organohalogen and organophosphorus flame
retardants,27 and polyaromatic hydrocarbons,28 all of which
are of concern for human health. Dust may also contain toxic
metals, such as lead.29−34 Carpets can serve as a reservoir of
particles that can be delivered to an infant’s breathing zone via
resuspension. Exposure to certain chemical compounds and
microbes has been associated with adverse health effects,
including asthma, wheezing, respiratory infections, and several
allergic symptoms.35−45 On the other hand, early-life exposure
to diverse and abundant bacteria and fungi, certain microbial
excretions and components, and allergenic proteins of dust
mites and animal dander has been linked to a reduced
prevalence of asthma, atopy, wheezing, hay fever, and allergies
later in life.16,46−55 In addition, microbial cells in house dust
can release volatile organic compounds (VOCs) because of
their metabolism, which may induce allergic responses.56−62

Currently, there is limited knowledge on the transport of SD
during crawling-induced resuspension events and infant
exposure to self-induced resuspended dust. In this study, a
new set of chamber experiments were conducted to
mechanistically evaluate carpet dust resuspension initiated by
infant crawling and to provide new fundamental insights into
infant exposure to their “personal” particle cloud in their near-

floor (NF) microzone. A three-zone material balance model
was applied to characterize resuspension dynamics and to
evaluate size-resolved resuspension parameters, including the
resuspension fraction, resuspension rate, and emission rate.
The effect of vacuuming on resuspended particle concen-
trations in the infant NF microzone was investigated to
understand how it can reduce infant inhalation exposure to
carpet dust. The inhalation intake fraction, which accounts for
all factors that potentially affect the source-receptor inhalation
pathway,3,63−65 was estimated for infants to provide a
mechanistic link between the emission source and infant
exposure. More importantly, we introduce a new quantitative
exposure metric, the dust-to-breathing zone transport
efficiency, which we define as the overall likelihood of a
settled particle on a surface to resuspend and be inhaled into
the respiratory airways. This work will provide the aerosol
physics and exposure science communities with source term
inputs for improving material balance modeling of resuspen-
sion and understanding its role in shaping early-life exposures
to the microbial, allergenic, and chemical content of indoor
SD.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design. Resuspension experiments were

conducted in an 81.4 m3 room-sized chamber operating at an
air exchange rate of 0.66 h−1 and supplied with HEPA-filtered
air (Figures S2 and S3). The crawling locomotion was
performed by a simplified robotic infant moving across the
carpet. n = 12 carpets (A−L), borrowed from residents in the
Helsinki metropolitan region of Finland, were examined in this
study (Figure S1, Table S1). They are “area rug” style carpets,
which are commonly used in Finland and do not contain
carpet padding. For each carpet, n = 6 10 min resuspension
experiments were conducted, with n = 3 replicate tests
sampling in the infant NF microzone and n = 3 replicate tests
sampling in the bulk air (BA) of the chamber. All carpets were
then vacuumed in a single cleaning event to explore the impact

Figure 1. Particle number (dN/dlogDp, cm
−3, top) and mass (dM/dlogDp, μg m

−3, middle) size distribution time-series as measured in the infant
NF microzone and size-integrated particle number concentration (PN10, cm

−3, bottom) time-series as measured in the NF microzone (red) and BA
zone (purple) during two resuspension sequences on carpet H.
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of vacuuming on reducing infant exposure to resuspended
particles. On the postvacuumed carpet, n = 3 replicate 10 min
resuspension tests were conducted, sampling only in the infant
NF microzone. In total, n = 108 10 min resuspension
experiments were conducted (separate from those included in
Wu et al.15). Each resuspension experiment includes a 10 min
background period, a 10 min resuspension period, and a 15
min decay period.
An optical particle sizer (OPS, model 3330, TSI Inc.) was

deployed to monitor the number size distribution (dN/dlog
Dp, cm

−3) of the resuspended particles at the infant breathing
zone height in the NF microzone or the BA for each
resuspension experiment, with a measurement size range of Dp
= 0.314 to 11.2 μm.15 The SD from each carpet was collected
at the end of the n = 6 NF and BA resuspension experiments
and prior to vacuuming the carpets. The SD was used for
gravimetric analysis and offline particle counting analysis (via
PAMAS SVSS, Sensor: SLS-25/25, PAMAS GmbH) to
determine the dust mass loading and settled particle number
size distribution (dL/dlog Dp, m

−2). Additional details on the
experimental setup and instrumentation are provided in the
Supporting Information.
Three-Zone Material Balance Model. A three-zone

material balance model (Figure S5), including the SD zone
of the carpet, infant NF microzone, and BA zone, was
employed to model the particle concentration in each zone and
estimate the size-resolved resuspension and exposure param-
eters (eqs S1−S3). The three-zone material balance model is
described in detail in the Supporting Information, along with
the methodology for estimating size-resolved resuspension
fractions (raj),

2,4−6,66−68 resuspension rates (RRj, h
−1),2,69−73

intake fractions (iFj, ppm as inhaled particles per million
resuspended particles), and dust-to-breathing zone transport
efficiencies (Φj, ppm as inhaled particles per million settled
particles). The three-zone model is a derivative of both the
carpet-to-air two-zone model, which describes the transport
process of SD between indoor surfaces and room air,2,6,74 and
the near-field/far-field model,75−80 which accounts for
imperfect air mixing and pollutant dispersion and improves

human exposure assessment when the receptor is close to the
emission source.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Resuspension Sequence. The crawling motion of an
infant can induce resuspension of SD, resulting in a significant
elevation in particle concentrations in the infant NF micro-
zone. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the particle
number (top) and mass (middle) size distribution time-series
in the NF microzone and the size-integrated number
concentrations (PN10, bottom) in the NF (red) and BA
(purple) before, during, and after a crawling event for two
crawling paths on the same carpet. A significant increase in
airborne particle concentrations in the infant NF microzone
was observed immediately after the robot began crawling. The
concentration remains elevated for the entirety of the crawling
period. After cessation of crawling, the concentration decays
rapidly in the NF microzone as the particles are removed via
turbulent diffusion, which quickly transports the particles to
the BA zone, and deposition by gravitational settling. In
contrast, the BA particle concentration increases gradually
during crawling periods and decreases slowly during decay
periods. Concentrations in the NF microzone are up to 10
times higher than that in the BA during the crawling periods
(Tables S2 and S3), indicating that the infant is surrounded by
a high concentration of self-agitated resuspended particles
during periods of active movement.

Particle Number/Mass Size Distributions and Size-
Integrated Concentrations in the NF Zone. The mean
number and mass size distributions of resuspended particles in
the NF microzone exhibit more than 10-fold variation in
magnitude across the 12 tested carpets (Figure 2a,b). The
number size distributions do not present a consistent pattern
in shape. In the submicron regime, some of them present a
decreasing trend as part of another mode that is smaller than
Dp = 0.5 μm, which was not captured by the OPS. A clear
mode between Dp = 1.5 and 4 μm was observed on several
carpets, which may be associated with bacterial cells and fungal
spores according to our prior work.15,20 The number size

Figure 2. (a) Mean particle number (dN/dlogDp, cm
−3) and (b) mass (dM/dlogDp, μg m−3) size distributions and (c) mean size-integrated

particle number (PN10, cm
−3) and mass (PM10, μg m−3) concentrations measured across all crawling paths for each carpet for the infant NF

microzone. The color of the number and mass size distribution curves are defined by the log10(dust load, g m−2) heat map. PN10 and PM10 are
displayed as a function of the dust load (g m−2), with blue markers corresponding to PN10 and red markers corresponding to PM10 Dust loads for
each carpet can be found in Table S1, and size-integrated particle concentrations for both the NF and BA zones can be found in Tables S2 and S3.
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distributions on some carpets show a mode between Dp = 5
and 9 μm. Previous indoor measurements based on laser-
induced fluorescence techniques indicate that particles
generated by occupants’ movements with Dp > 6 μm mainly
consist of biological content.15,81,82 The mean mass size
distribution for all carpets exhibits a monotonic increase with
particle size.
The mean size-integrated mass concentrations (PM10) for

each carpet are also very different (Figures 2c and S7), with the
majority ranging from 25 to 100 μg m−3 and for three carpets
exceeding 200 μg m−3. The mean size-integrated number
concentrations (PN10) varied from 0.6 to 6 cm−3. The
prominent variations in the concentrations and size distribu-
tions of resuspended particles among the 12 carpets are mainly
attributed to differences in the size distribution of SD and the
material and structure of carpets and their fibers.2,4,6,66,83,84

Relationship between Particle Number/Mass Size
Distributions and Carpet Dust Mass Loads. Although
prior resuspension chamber studies have found a positive
correlation between the resuspended particle concentration
and the dust mass loading of artificially seeded dust,3,70,85 this
feature was not observed in the current study. The color
scheme of the number and mass size distributions in Figure
2a,b indicates the dust load of each carpet, which spans over a
wide range from 0.72 to 19.74 g m−2 (Table S1). Figure 2c
presents the mean size-integrated number and mass concen-
trations as a function of the dust load. Generally, the dust load
does not exhibit an obvious correlation with the magnitude of
the number and mass size distributions or the size-integrated
concentrations of the resuspended particles in the crawling
experiments. For example, carpet E has the highest dust load at
19.74 g m−2, while it shows a moderate magnitude in number
and mass size distributions among the 12 carpets (shown in
dark red in Figure 2a,b). The mean size-integrated particle
number and mass concentrations for carpet E are PN10 = 1.5
cm−3 and PM10 = 73 μg m−3, which are only the fifth and
fourth highest among all carpets, respectively.
Although settled floor dust is widely used as a surrogate in

indoor inhalation exposure studies,86−89 our results suggest
that the dust load is not a good indicator for infants’ exposure
to resuspended particles in the NF microzone. The discrepancy
between the dust load and the number and mass concentration

of the resuspended particles reveals the complexity of the
resuspension process from a carpet, which needs to account for
factors other than the dust load, such as the uneven vertical
distribution of settled particles,90 particle physiochemical
properties, and carpet material/structure. Artificial seeding
processes for test dust may result in most particles embedded
close to the carpet surface or in a relatively even distribution
along the carpet fibers.4,91 This may make the amount of
resuspendable dust proportional to the dust load, and hence a
positive correlation between the dust load and the resuspended
particle concentration may be observed. However, in reality,
the carpet dust loading process can result in an uneven vertical
distribution of particles along the fibers. Thus, the fraction of
dust available for resuspension may not present a clear
correlation with the dust load.90 Particle properties and carpet
material/structure can affect adhesion forces between the
particle and the carpet fiber surface, which further influence the
resuspension process.4,66,83,84

Spatial Variations in Concentrations of Crawling-
Induced Resuspended Particles. Resuspended particles
exhibit a pronounced vertical variation in concentration during
crawling periods. On average, the size-resolved particle number
concentrations in the NF microzone are 6 to 10 times higher
than in the BA for Dp < 8 μm and >10 times higher for Dp > 8
μm during crawling periods across all 12 carpets (Figure 3a).
The ratio of the number concentration between the two zones
increases with particle size from Dp = 3 to 11 μm, suggesting
that the spatial variation generally becomes more pronounced
with increasing particle size as the particle gravitational settling
velocity and deposition rate increase (Figure S6).
The spatial variation in particle concentrations indicates that

the infant is surrounded by a highly concentrated cloud of
resuspended particles.1,92,93 This personal cloud is formed
because the particles are only released from the carpet in the
area where there is contact between the robotic infant and the
carpet or where the vibration of the carpet and wake generated
by the robotic infant is strong enough to detach the SD, both
of which are centered around the robotic infant. In addition,
the mixing induced by the crawling locomotion is too weak to
aid in uniform dispersion of particles in the chamber, thereby
enhancing the personal cloud effect. A previous study indicates
that intensive indoor movements, such as walking, result in a

Figure 3. (a) Size-resolved ratios of the mean particle number concentrations in the infant NF microzone to the BA zone during crawling periods
across all carpets. Box plots represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, and markers represent outliers. Data
for all carpets are compiled. (b) Size-resolved fractional vacuumed reductions for the 12 carpets (A−L). Note: to improve visualization of carpets
B-L, values for Dp < 5 μm for carpet A are not shown.
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small difference between the breathing zone and room-
averaged concentrations, while less intensive activities, such
as sitting, result in a notable personal cloud effect.1 The robotic
infant did not generate a buoyant thermal plume like a real
infant that can aid air mixing, which also contributes to the
nonuniform spatial distribution. Since air mixing in real indoor
environments is likely weaker than in the chamber (where two
BA mixing fans were used), the spatial variation in the
concentration of resuspended particles may be more
significant.
The vertical distribution of resuspended particles and the

personal cloud effect indicate that particle measurements in the
BA may underestimate infants’ inhalation exposure in the NF

microzone. Similar results were observed by Shalat el al.,92,93

who conducted simultaneous measurements in a young child’s
breathing zone with a Pretoddler Inhalable Particulate
Environmental Robotic (PIPER) sampler and the BA with a
stationary monitor. By simulating the activities of young
children, the PIPER sampler detected 1.12-fold and 2.3-fold
greater mass concentrations of resuspended particles compared
to the stationary monitor for bare floors and carpets,
respectively.92 The vertical distribution in particle concen-
trations was also found for walking-induced resuspension. A
resuspension modeling study by Khare and Marr94 indicates
that walking can generate a turbulent wake with a vertical
velocity gradient, which can cause a stratified concentration

Figure 4. (a) Particle number size distributions in the SD zone (dL/dlogDp, m
−2) for each carpet (A−L) with the color of the curves defined by the

log10(dust load, g m
−2) heat map; (b) mean size-resolved resuspension fractions (r, -) for each carpet (A−L); (c) kernel density estimates of size-

resolved resuspension fractions (r, -) across all carpets (A−L); (d) mean size-resolved resuspension rates (RR, h−1) for each carpet (A−L); (e)
mean size-resolved particle mass emission rates (E, μg h−1 and mg min−1) for each carpet (A−L); and (f) mean size-integrated (total) particle mass
emission rates (μg h−1 and mg min−1) for each carpet (A−L). Values for all parameters for each carpet and size fraction can be found in Tables S4−
S9.
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gradient of resuspended viruses, with the concentration at 1 m
above the floor higher than at 2 m by up to 40%.
Impact of Vacuuming on Infant Exposure to

Resuspended Particles. The impact of vacuuming on infant
exposure to resuspended particles was investigated by
comparing the mean concentration in the NF microzone
during the crawling period before and after a single vacuuming
event. Size-resolved fractional vacuumed reductions for
concentrations in the NF microzone are presented for the 12
carpets in Figure 3b. The fractional reduction shows a strong
variation among carpets. A notable reduction in resuspended
particle concentrations was observed after vacuuming, with
fractional reductions ranging from 0.3 to >0.9 for most carpets.
Carpet D exhibits the highest fractional reduction, with values
ranging from 0.79 to 0.95 across the measured size range. A
strong size-dependency in the fractional reduction was found
for most carpets, with values increasing with particle size. This
indicates that the removal efficiency of SD is size-dependent
and that larger particles are more efficiently removed from the
carpet during vacuuming. This can be explained by the
mechanisms of particle detachment from surfaces, which
suggest that the ratio of removal forces to adhesion forces
increases with particle size.95 It is also possible that larger
particle agglomerates structurally decompose into several small
particles because of the agitation imposed by vacuuming, thus
contributing to the size-dependence of the fractional reduction.
Contrary to the high fractional reductions observed here for
most of the carpets, Roberts et al.97 and Qian et al.74 reported
low removal efficiencies of SD by vacuuming.
Interestingly, the fractional reduction shows negative values

for carpets A and B for certain size ranges, indicating that
vacuuming increased, rather than decreased, the concen-
trations of resuspended particles in the NF microzone. A
possible reason for this effect is that the deeply embedded
particles were transported upward and closer to the surface of
the carpet fiber canopy after the agitation of vacuuming, which
makes them more readily available for resuspension. Sercombe
et al.90 demonstrated the existence of the vertical distribution
of dust-bound Der p 1 allergen in carpet and indicated that
vacuum cleaning can disturb the vertical distribution but not
necessarily reduce the total allergen content. In addition, larger
particles that were broken down during vacuuming may
significantly increase the number of resuspendable smaller
particles, resulting in the increasing effect for certain size
ranges for carpets A and B.
SD Size Distributions and Size-Resolved Resuspen-

sion Fractions. Figure 4a presents the number size
distributions of the SD (dL/dlog Dp, m

−2) collected from
each carpet. The color scheme of the size distributions
indicates the dust load for each carpet as determined by
gravimetric methods. The number size distributions of the SD
are similar in shape; a decreasing trend with the increase of
particle size can be observed among all carpets. Their
magnitude decreases more than 10-fold from Dp ∼ 0.5 μm
to Dp ∼ 11 μm. A greater number of submicron particles can
be observed in the SD, although they contribute marginally to
the dust mass loading. A hump can be observed at Dp ∼ 1.8
μm in the number size distributions, which may be associated
with the microbial content of the SD.15,81,82,96

Although the number size distributions of the SD present
similarity in shape, the variation in magnitude is dramatic
among the carpets. For example, the SD on carpet E, with the
highest dust load of 19.74 g m−2, exhibits a number size

distribution nearly 2 orders of magnitude greater than that for
carpet F, which has the lowest dust load of 0.72 g m−2.
Generally, as the dust load increases, the magnitude of the
number size distribution of SD also increases. The prominent
variations in the size distribution of the SD may be attributed
to differences in carpet usage and cleaning patterns in the
home, indoor particle sources, track-in,2,71,98 and material/
structure of the carpet.
The number size distribution of the SD is essential for

estimating size-resolved resuspension fractions (eq S7), a
dimensionless measure that represents the fraction of settled
particles released from a surface by one stroke of a repetitive
contact motion.2,6,71 The robotic infant simulated the crawling
motion by swinging the arms up and down in front of the
upper body, and the contact between the hand and the carpet
propels the robotic infant forward. Therefore, the resuspension
fraction was estimated as the fraction of particles resuspended
per swing of the arm or per contact between the hand and the
carpet.
Figure 4b presents the mean size-resolved resuspension

fractions for each carpet. The resuspension fraction exhibits
more than 2 orders of magnitude variation across the 12
carpets for a given particle size. The crawling-induced
resuspension fraction varies widely, from 10−6 to 10−1 across
the measured size range. Intercarpet variations are better
visualized in Figure 4c, which presents the kernel density
estimates of size-resolved resuspension fractions among all
carpets. For each size bin, the kernel density curve presents a
wide peak, spanning over 2 orders of magnitude.
The significant intercarpet variation in resuspension

fractions may be attributed to the difference in density,
construction, age, and material of the carpet, intrinsic
properties of the settled particles, and variations in relative
humidity during the experiments. For example, cut-pile carpets
with a low fiber density could result in 1.5−2.5 times higher
resuspension fractions than those with a high fiber density.4

Tian et al.4 have attributed this finding to the improved ability
of high-density carpets to hold the fibers in a vertical
orientation, while low-density fibers tend to bend more
readily. High-density cut-pile carpets could have higher
resuspension fractions compared to high-density loop carpets
because of the greater vertical compression of the carpet
fibers.4,85 Old and worn carpets may result in a lower
resuspension fraction because of changes in their abilities to
spring back and the accumulation of “sticky” materials.83

Different carpet materials can lead to different particle-to-
carpet adhesion forces, further affecting the resuspension
fraction. Previous measurements by atomic force microscopy
indicate that the adhesion forces between polystyrene and
Escherichia coli are on average 1.4 times greater than those
between polyamide and E. coli.84 The settled particles on each
carpet may originate from different sources, thereby adopting
different intrinsic properties6 that affect particle removal and
adhesion forces.99−105 Relative humidity influences the amount
of condensed water between the particle and the carpet fiber,
thus affecting adhesion by capillary forces.106−110 It also
changes the conductivity of the settled particle, which affects
the electrostatic force.110 However, the relative humidity varied
across a relatively narrow range during the experiments (Table
S1); therefore, it may not contribute significantly to the
intercarpet variations in resuspension fractions.
The size-resolved resuspension fractions present an increas-

ing trend with particle size among all carpets, which is
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consistent with previous studies of adult walking-induced
resuspension. This is because the ratio of removal forces to
adhesion forces increases with particle size.95 The resuspension
fractions induced by an adult walking on carpets are in the
range of 10−6 to 5 × 10−2 for particles from Dp = 0.4 to 10
μm.2,4,6,71 The crawling-induced resuspension simulated by the
robotic infant presents values in a similar range. However, the
mechanisms of resuspension induced by the robotic infant on
carpets are somewhat different from those caused by adults
performing upright walking locomotion. First, the adult can be
physically stronger than the robotic infant. The strength of
waving arms by the robotic infant is expected to be weaker
than that of adult footfalls during walking, and the projected
area of the mechanical arm is expected to be smaller than the
foot of an adult. Therefore, the air jet generated by the waving
arm might be weaker than that generated by the footfall. Thus,
contributions by aerodynamic forces to resuspension may be
less than that for adults. Second, although the resuspension
fractions were estimated as per swing of the arm or per contact
between the hand and the carpet, the contact between the
lower torso and the carpet also contributes to resuspension. As
the swinging arm propels the robotic infant forward, the lower
torso is dragged along the carpet, which can cause
compression/decompression of the carpet fibers. This process
can induce particle resuspension; however, it is difficult to be
accounted for when estimating the resuspension fraction as per
stroke of movement.6 Third, as the surface of the robotic infant
was covered with a grounded aluminum tape, electrostatic
forces likely contribute negligibly to resuspension. Therefore,
in this study, the main mechanisms related to crawling-induced
resuspension are aerodynamic drag/lift and mechanical
vibration of the carpet fibers.
Figure 4d presents the mean size-resolved resuspension rates

(h−1),2,6,74 which represent the fraction of settled particles
removed from the carpet per unit time. The resuspension rate
spans from 10−5 to 1 h−1 for particles from Dp = 0.5 to 11 μm,
with the same trend as the resuspension fraction. Assuming a
resuspended particle will not deposit back to the carpet, the
reciprocal of the resuspension rate is the timescale needed to
deplete all settled particles on the carpet by resuspension. The
values of the reciprocals are within the range from 102 to 104 h
for submicron particles, indicating that the carpet can serve as a

sustainable source for resuspension which cannot be depleted
in-practice. As the particle size increases, the resuspension rate
increases by 2 orders of magnitude, while values of the
reciprocals can drop by 2 orders of magnitude, meaning much
shorter periods are needed to deplete larger particles from the
surface. The reciprocal of the resuspension rate varies from 0.5
to 100 h for Dp > 7 μm. Thus, the dust load on some of the
carpets can decrease relatively fast and the concentration of
resuspended particles in this size range may drop after a long
period of continuous crawling or physical disturbance.

Size-Resolved and Size-Integrated Emission Rates.
The mean size-resolved particle mass emission rates during the
crawling periods (Figure 4e) present similar profiles as the
mass size distributions (Figure 2b). Size-resolved emission
rates ranged from 10−1 to 104 μg h−1 (10−6 to 10−1 mg min−1)
and are similar to those from the resuspension induced by a
mechanical foot reported by Tian et al.4 but lower than the
values reported for an adult walking by Thatcher and Layton,71

Ferro et al.,111 Qian et al.,74 Qian and Ferro,2 and Rosati et
al.83 The mean size-integrated mass emission rates for most
carpets vary between 1 and 5 × 103 μg h−1, with values
exceeding 2 × 104 for carpets D, G, and H. The size-integrated
mass emission rate on each carpet did not exhibit a clear
relationship with the dust load. For example, carpet E has the
highest dust load of 19.74 g m−2, but the size-integrated mass
emission rate is the fifth highest among all carpets.

Size-Resolved Inhalation Intake Fractions and Dust-
to-Breathing Zone Transport Efficiencies. As a metric to
further characterize an infant’s inhalation exposure to
resuspended particles, the intake fraction, iF, which considers
the factors involved in the source-receptor transport process,
was calculated as a function of particle size. Since the infant
may be exposed to resuspended particles during both crawling
and decay periods, the iF was calculated as the ratio of the
number of particles inhaled during both periods to the number
of particles resuspended during the crawling period (eq S10).
The size-resolved iFs from the resuspension experiments across
all carpets were compiled and are presented as box plots in
Figure 5a. The median inhalation iF ranges from 5.6 × 103 to
6.9 × 103 ppm between Dp = 0.517 and 11.2 μm, indicating
that more than 0.5% of the resuspended particles can be
inhaled by a crawling infant. These values are within the range

Figure 5. (a) Size-resolved intake fractions (iFs, ppm) for all carpets and (b) size-resolved dust-to-breathing zone transport efficiencies (Φ, ppm)
for each carpet (A−L). For (a), box plots represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, and markers represent
outliers. Data for all carpets were compiled. Values for iF and Φ for each carpet and size fraction can be found in Tables S10 and S11, respectively.
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of previously reported iFs for different indoor emission
sources.3,65,112

The size-resolved iFs decrease with increasing particle size
from Dp ∼ 0.5 to 1 μm and from Dp ∼ 2 to 11 μm. This is
likely due to the increase in the deposition rate with particle
size, causing a greater fraction of smaller particles to remain
suspended for a longer period, increasing the probability of
inhalation. Similar trends were also observed by Boor et al.3

and Licina et al.65 Interestingly, a local maximum in the size-
resolved intake fraction is present between Dp ∼ 2 and 3 μm.
Although the reason is unclear, Licina et al.65 also showed a
similar mode between Dp ∼ 1 and 3 μm when estimating the
intake fraction by using a heated manikin with point sources
emitted near the feet or groin. The mode between Dp ∼ 2 and
3 μm in the size-resolved iF overlaps with the peak of the
number size distribution of resuspended fluorescent biological
aerosol particles from carpets,15,20,82 which was found to be
associated with bacterial agglomerates and fungal
spores.15,20,21,113,114

While the intake fraction is certainly useful for inhalation
exposure assessment, the new metric defined in this paper, the
dust-to-breathing zone transport efficiency (Φ), is of greater
value since it lumps two key physical processes related to
inhalation exposure together: resuspension from the carpet and
delivery of resuspended particles to the human respiratory
airways. Φ takes both the resuspension fraction and intake
fraction into consideration (eq S12). The former accounts for
the balance between removal and adhesion forces, which is the
essential determinant of particle resuspension, while the latter
accounts for the fate and transport of the resuspended
particles, which determines if a resuspended particle can be
inhaled. Thus, the value of Φ represents the overall likelihood
of a settled particle being resuspended and inhaled by a
crawling infant.
The value of Φ ranges from 0.01 to 263 ppm for particles

between Dp = 0.517 and 11.2 μm across the 12 carpets (Figure
5b). The intercarpet variation of Φ is pronounced, which spans
over 2 orders of magnitude. Since the chamber ventilation
conditions and the locomotion of the robotic infant remain the
same during the experiments, this finding indicates that
differences in the characteristics of carpets can cause a
significant variation in Φ. In general, Φ exhibits an increasing
trend with particle size, increasing by 2 orders of magnitude
from Dp = 0.517 to Dp = 11.2 μm. It suggests that larger SD
particles are more likely to be resuspended and inhaled per
disturbance by infants during crawling as compared to smaller
particles. While the value of Φ is a combination of the
resuspension and intake fractions, the profile of the size-
resolved Φ resembles that of the resuspension fraction rather
than that of the intake fraction. This indicates that the
resuspension fraction has a greater influence on Φ. This is
because of the stronger size-dependence of the resuspension
fraction, which varies by more than 2 orders of magnitude
across the measured size range, while the iF only varies by a
factor less than 2.
Infant Exposure to Resuspended Carpet Dust in Real

Scenarios. This study evaluates an infant’s exposure to
crawling-induced resuspended particles from carpets by using a
robotic infant performing a belly crawl in a repeatable manner.
This simplified crawling locomotion can only serve as an
example to illustrate how infants are exposed to self-induced
resuspended particles. In reality, their exposure in the NF
microzone is more complicated because of the complexity of

infants’ movements. First, how well the robotic infant can
mimic the crawling locomotion of an infant is unknown. The
frequency, area, and strength of contact and the pattern of
locomotion will all affect the resuspension process. Discrep-
ancies between simulated and real crawling behaviors will
induce some uncertainties in the exposure characterization
presented in this study. The mechanisms of crawling-induced
resuspension need to be further investigated. Second, infants
are exposed to particles by other activities beyond crawling.
Playing, walking, and rolling will also induce resuspension.
Third, the movements of infants are highly transient with
constantly changing activity types, suggesting temporally
variant resuspension and exposure events. Fourth, the factors
that influence infants’ activities, such as age and locomotion
experience,7,8,12,115 are also expected to affect dust resuspen-
sion and exposure. This study provides a methodology to
investigate the infant crawling-induced resuspension process in
a controlled environment. Such an approach can be applied to
similar studies to evaluate the influence of individual factors on
particle resuspension, such as dust load, carpet type, and carpet
material with artificially seeded carpets. The resuspension and
inhalation parameters estimated in this study can be used for
modeling studies to predict inhalation exposure to particular
chemical contaminants or microbes of concern.
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